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abstract
An optical imaging study of recent 30 novae has been undertaken using both ground-based and space-
based observations. Resolved shells have been detected around 9 objects in the ground-based data, while
another four objects have shells detected by observations; for RW UMi, we fail to detect a shell which was
observed ve years earlier. Images in , and when appropriate , are shown, and nding charts for novae
without shells are given if no published chart is available. Expansion parallaxes for all systems with shells
are derived, and absolute magnitudes for a total of 28 objects are presented, along with a discussion of
the maximum magnitude-rate of decline relation. We nd that separate linear ts for fast and slow novae
may be a better representation of the data than a single, global t. At minimum, most novae have similar
magnitudes as those of dwarf novae at maximum and novalike stars.
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12) GK Per2) CT Ser
13) V1500 Cyg3) HR Del
14) T Aur4) V3888 Sgr
15) V533 Her5) NQ Vul
16) V476 Cyg6) PW Vul
17) DK Lac7) QU Vul
18) LV Vul8) V842 Cen
19) RW UMi9) V1974 Cyg
20) V450 Cyg10) DQ Her
21) RR Pic11) FH Ser
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